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ABSTRACT
Event-based social networks have recently emerged as an important
complement to online social networks. They enjoy the advantages
of both online social networks and offline social communities: of-
fline social events can be conveniently organized online, and users
interact with each other face-to-face in the organized offline events.
Although previous work has shown that member and structural
features are important to the future popularity of the groups, it is
not yet clear how different member roles and the interplay between
them contribute to group popularity. In this paper, we study a real-
world dataset from Meetup — a popular event-based social network
platform — and propose a deep neural network based method to
predict the popularity of new Meetup groups. Our method uses
group-level features specific to event-based social networks, such
as time and location of events in a group, as well as structural fea-
tures internal to a group, such as the estimated member roles in a
group and social substructures among members. Empirically, our
approach reduces the RMSE of the popularity (measured in RSVPs)
of a group’s future events by up to 12%, against the state-of-the-art
baselines. Moreover, through case studies, our method also iden-
tifies member and structure patterns that are most predictive of
a group’s future popularity. Our study provides new understand-
ing about what makes a group successful in event-based social
networks.
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1 INTRODUCTION
As online social networks become more prevalent, people’s face-
to-face interactions are reshaped by these networks. In this work
we focus on event-based social network (EBSN), an online social
network whose members hold in-person events. Meetup [14] is
one such online platform that allows members to find and join
online interest groups, and organize face-to-face events in different
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categories, such as politics, books, games, movies, health, pets,
careers, and hobbies, etc. While it is relatively easy to establish
new groups in EBSN, it takes much more effort from the group
organizers and members to make a group popular and sustainable.
It is therefore important to understand the key factors contributing
to the popularity and sustainability of groups in EBSN, especially
newly established groups. Insights obtained from such a study can
be used to guide the promotion, recommendation and investment
on EBSN groups by EBSN platforms and investors.

In this paper, we study the problem of group popularity prediction
in EBSN, with a special focus on new groups.More specifically, we
focus on predicting the popularity (measured in number of RSVPs)
of newly established interest groups in Meetup [14]. The main
questions that we want to answer are: 1). can we predict the future
success of new groups? 2). what are the observable factors that best
predict a group’s success? Different from the previous studies on
group popularity in the traditional online social networks, our study
takes into account the unique features of EBSN in the following
key aspects:
• Get-out-of-the-couch Effort: To participate in an offline social
event, a user must be physically present at some specific venue at
a scheduled time. Clearly, this takes more effort and commitment
than participating in a pure online event. As a result, a user’s
attention (the ability to be active in multiple groups) is a severely
limited resource, which must be accounted for in predicting the
successes of competing groups.

• Face-to-face Social Interactions with Implicit Social Relationships:
Once users meet in person, they may form stronger bounds than
online interactions. Thus, to predict a group’s success one must
account for stronger and more sustainable social ties than online
communities. However, EBSNs normally don’t have the explicit
social relations between group members, that are readily avail-
able in online social networks, such as “friends-with” (Facebook)
and “follower" (Twitter).

Contributions. We develop a novel approach to predict the popu-
larity of newly formed groups in EBSN, achieving the state-of-the-art
accuracy. Our approach considers various factors: i) the group-level
features, such as the past popularity of the group and the number of
events, ii) the event-based features, such as location and schedule of
events, iii) user-level features related to user’s attention: how active
is a user in an individual group, and how does the user distribute
her activity/attention among multiple groups. Based on these fea-
tures, the first key idea of our approach is the use of role discovery
to determine the importance of users in a group and the roles they
play. Similar to any social community in real life, a group in EBSN is
more than a simple collection of members. A group’s characteristics
are mostly determined by the interaction among group members,
and its success ultimately hinges on the “chemistry” among its mem-
bers. Coincidentally, the second key aspect of our approach is the
extension of circular and neural fingerprints techniques developed
in chemistry [4, 22] to study how social ties between different types
of users contribute to group success. Specifically, armed with each
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group member’s role, and event co-participation graphs generated
from those members’ activities, we combine the members’ roles
with these activity networks to predict a group’s success, extending
the fingerprints techniques developed to correlate the characteris-
tics of atoms along with the neighboring bonds to other atoms to
determine a molecule’s function. Our extension also accounts for a
user’s limited attention by incorporating “attention-based" features,
such as how many groups a user joined and how much time the
user spent in each group into the member-level feature set.

By applying our novel approach to the Meetup dataset, we obtain
interesting findings w.r.t. features that predict a group’s success:
(1) The user roles we discover in a group’s social network are good
predictors of the group’s popularity, more than any other member-
level features. (2) The most relevant user roles contributing to a
group’s popularity are not “organizer-like members", but “ordinary
members" who have similar activity levels with their friends. (3) The
most important substructures (interaction patterns) are not combin-
ing all the most important roles, but follow different combination
patterns for different types of groups.

Outline. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section
2 introduces the related work on group behavior prediction in
social networks, role discovery techniques and structural feature
extraction. Section 3 describes the method we propose to solve the
problem of predicting the groups’ future popularity. In Section 4,
we evaluate the performance of the proposed method using the
Meetup dataset. Finally we conclude our work in Section 5.

2 RELATEDWORK
Event-based Social Networks. Event-based social networks were
first studied by Liu et al. [11]. Topic, location, and time preferences
of individual users have been used to make event recommendations
to users [1, 2, 8, 13, 18, 25, 26, 28]. In a related work, Liu et al. [12]
and Pramanik et al. [17] have investigated group-level factors that
contribute to a group’s success or failure. Our work also focuses
on predicting group popularity. We not only use a very different
(and more effective) methodology, but also expand the feature set to
include unique group-level features in EBSN, such as event venue
and schedule, and combine member roles with the structure of
social network.

Group Popularity Prediction. There are two major lines of
research for this problem. One focuses on characterizing the evo-
lution of online social network popularity by applying mean-field
epidemic models to the time series of the “daily active user", without
user-level or network structural information [20, 27]. The other
focuses on using general group features to make predictions [12,
17, 19]. In contrast, our approach uses richer information and con-
volutes member roles, member’s attention-capacity features, with
their activity network structure to improve the prediction accuracy.

Role Discovery. The goal of network role discovery is to clas-
sify network nodes according to the roles they play in the net-
work [5, 23, 24, 29]. Given a graph along with node features, the
process of role discovery relies on defining node equivalence. Vari-
ous types of equivalences have been introduced in previous studies,
such as graph-based equivalences, feature-based equivalences, and
hybrid equivalences [23]. To capture both structural and feature
equivalences between members, the information that we use for

role discovery represents both members’ intrinsic behaviors, such
as the numbers of events/groups that they have participated in, as
well as the partial structural behaviors of members by including
their one-hop-neighbors’ features (see Table 1).

Structural Feature Extraction. Several studies on group pop-
ularity prediction have found that a group’s main characteristics
can be largely related to the interaction patterns among their mem-
bers [12, 17, 19]. These patterns can be represented by the node
attributes and link structures of a graph generated based on mem-
bers’ interactions. While multiple methods, such as “deepwalk” [16]
and “node2vec” [6] have been proposed for mapping structured
data to real-valued feature vectors, these mainly focus on trans-
forming graphs into node features, instead of obtaining features
for the graphs. Some recent studies [3, 9, 15, 21, 30] also focus on
transforming substructures or subgraphs in large graphs to feature
vectors, however the resulting latent vectors cannot be easily inter-
preted to obtain insights about group popularity. In contrast, we
extend the circular and neural fingerprints techniques in chemistry
informatics to gain important understanding on how subgraphs
among different types of members contribute to group success.

3 PROPOSED METHOD
In this section, we first give a metric of a group’s popularity and
define our prediction problem in the context of the Meetup EBSN.
We then propose our prediction method, leveraging on the group-
level features (Section 3.2) and member-level features (Section 3.3).
Finally, Section 3.4 presents our overall method combining these
group-level and member-level features to make predictions.

3.1 Meetup Group Popularity Prediction
Meetup is an event-based social network in which users can form
and join different interest groups online, and organize and par-
ticipate in face-to-face social events offline. The group organizers
create events, and each event has specified time, location and topic.
The information about new events will be sent to group members
through emails or website notifications. Each group member de-
cides whether she will participate in the new events based on her
time, location, and topic preferences, and then responds by sending
RSVPs (“yes", “no", or “maybe"). Figure 1 illustrates the main com-
ponents in Meetup social network. With the definitions of groups,
events and users in Meetup, the group popularity prediction prob-
lem can be defined as:

Definition 3.1. Given all the related information of a groupwithin
a time window of [0,n] months, and a time interval ofm months,
predict the group’s total RSVP number (popularity) within a future
time window of [n +m, 2n +m] months.

The time interval ofm months can be chosen to eliminate the
effect of seasonal event holding patterns. For example, a skiing
group may have high activity level only in winter (October ∼ De-
cember) while the RSVP numbers in summer could be small. Using
winter RSVP numbers to predict summer RSVP numbers, or vice
versa, is not a meaningful prediction task. In our study, we calculate
prediction accuracy for multiple choices ofm, then take the average
to represent the overall accuracy.
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Figure 1: Components in Meetup Social Network. The left-
hand side shows components of two groups: every solid line
from a user to an event represents a “yes" RSVP; When two
users participate in the same events, a “virtual link" between
them is created to represent their potential interaction; User
“5" is the “social spanner" who joins two groups and user “7"
is an inactive user who hasn’t participated in any event; The
right-hand side: using virtual links and removing events we
get a homogeneous graph in which all nodes are users.

3.2 Group-level Features
The most straight-forward features to use for popularity prediction
are the summary statistics of each group. So we start with extract-
ing “group-level features", which are various summary statistics of
a group without examining the detailed features of each member in
the group. We list the descriptions of fourteen group-level features
for each Meetup group in Table 1, such as the scheduled time dis-
tributions of its events, the location distributions over its venues,
and RSVP counts of all members, etc.

3.3 Internal Group Features
Although by only using group-level features we can achieve good
performance, we intend to improve the accuracy further by inves-
tigating the internal group features. Internal features of a group
can be defined as all the features that are related to each individual
member in the group. These features should include the first-order
features that can be directly calculated using basic statistics, such as
the past attendance of a member and how many groups a member
has joined. They should also include the second-order features that
require further processing, such as member’s role discovery and
structural feature extraction.

3.3.1 Member-level Feature Extraction. We start with construct-
ing social graph for each group from which the features are ex-
tracted. For each given group д, the social graph is defined as:

Definition 3.2. Gд = (U д ,Eд ,W д), where U д is the member
set in group д, Eд denotes all edges between members andW д

represents all edge weights. Two members ui and uj are defined to

be connected if they co-participated in at least one event in group
д. The weight on each edge is calculated as the number of events
two users have co-participated in (Figure 1).

Following [7], we propose twelve member-level features listed
in Table 1: Feature m1∼m6 represent “who you are", i.e., features
related to the member’s own characteristics, and feature m7∼m12
represent “who you know", i.e., features related to her neighbors’
characteristics.

3.3.2 Member Role Discovery. To find role features of each
group member, following [7], we use Non-negative Matrix Factor-
ization (NMF) [10] for our role assignments. For a given a member-
feature matrix X ∈ Rn×f , we generate a rank-r approximation
(r < min(n, f )) MF ≈ X where each row of M ∈ Rn×r represents
a node's membership in each role and each column of F ∈ Rr×f
represents how membership of a specific role contributes to the
estimated feature values. With a distance measure ∥ · ∥, the problem
can be simplified as:

min
F∈Rr×f ,M∈Rn×r

∥MF-X∥

subject to M, F ≥ 0. In practice, considering the feature number
f = 12, we choose the role number r = 6.

Taking the member-role matrix Mg for group д generated by the
role discovery method, we sum over all the members (rows) and
get the group’s role distribution vector

{
Vg

j =
∑n

i=1 Mg
ij, 1 ≤ j ≤ r

}
,

then we stack all the vectors {Vg} to form a group-role matrix
Ω ∈ Rp×r where p represents the number of groups and r is the
number of roles. Thus the correlation between role X and group
popularity can be calculated as the correlation between the column
corresponding to role X in Ω and all groups’ RSVP numbers.

In Figure 2 (top) we calculate the Pearson correlation between
the member feature vectors and their group’s popularity. The weak
correlations (in the range of [−0.2,+0.2]) indicate that no individual
member feature plays an important role in the popularity of group.

Figure 2 (bottom) shows that role discovery (i.e. combining mul-
tiple features to form a role) significantly increases the correlation,
where roles are now positively strongly correlated with group popu-
larity (in the range of [+0.45,+0.75]). Each role is a linear combina-
tion of multiple raw member features. Thus by analyzing the roles,
we can get a better understanding of how certain combination of
features contributes to the group’s popularity, and at the same time,
creates a role profile for each member.

3.3.3 Structural Features. As observed in the previous studies,
structural features of a group play important roles in affecting
the group’s characteristics. However, the existing work does not
consider the roles of members within the group when detecting
structural patterns, while intuitively the members’ roles should be
taken into account. Let’s consider an example group, “NY Tech",
the largest group in the Meetup social network. Every week the
organizers of “NY Tech" create a technical conference-like event
and sometimes invite an expert on some topic to be the speaker
(Figure 3). In this case, without differentiating between the two
roles, “organizer" and “speaker", there is no difference between
the two social network graphs. However, with the knowledge of
their roles, one may easily notice that the subgraph surrounding
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g1. Entropy of the time distribution over all times
the events are held
g2. Average distance between any two events the
group held
g3. Variance of the “event-event" distances
g4. Average distance between any event and any
participating members
g5. Variance of the “event-member" distances
g6. Average distance between any member and
any other member in the same group
g7. Variance of the “event-member" distances
g8. Entropy of the location distribution over all
venues the event are held
g9. Density of the group’s social graph
g10. Total degree of the group’s social graph
g11. Event number the group has held
g12. Average RSVP number of all past events
g13. Variance of RSVP numbers of past events
g14. Sum RSVP number of past events.
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m1. Total degree of the member
m2. Event number the member has participated in current group
m3. Group number the member has joined
m4. Entropy of member’s attendance distribution over the groups
the member joined
m5. Entropy of event number distribution over the groups the
member joined
m6. Entropy of event fraction distribution over the groups the
member joined
m7. Average degree of the member’s 1-hop neighbors
m8. Average event number the “1-hop neighbors" have participated
m9. Average group number the “1-hop neighbors" have joined
m10. Average entropy of “1-hop neighbors’" attendance distribu-
tion over the groups they have joined
m11. Average entropy of “1-hop neighbors’" event number distri-
bution over the groups they joined
m12. Average entropy of “1-hop neighbors’" event fraction distri-
bution over the groups they joined

Table 1: Group-level and Member-level Features
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Figure 2: Feature Correlation with Popularity. Role discov-
ery method combines multiple raw member features into
one distribution to represent a member’s profile.

the organizers (in the upper right) is more stable than the one
surrounding the speaker (in the lower right) since the “speaker"
is very likely to be changed in the next event, while the group’s
organizer remains the same.
Circular Fingerprints. In order to extract structural features em-
bedded with nodes’ roles, we use the “circular fingerprints" al-
gorithm [22]. Circular fingerprints is a popular tool for handling
graph-structured data in chemistry. It was first designed for molec-
ular characterization, similarity searching, and structure-activity
modeling. A molecule consists of atoms with different types. How

Ordinary users

Speaker

Organizer

Stable

Unstable

Figure 3: A subgraph in the “NY Tech Meetup" Group

different types of atoms are bounded together is the key factor
that determines the characteristics of the molecule. In the context
of event-based social network, we draw the analogy between a
molecule and a group. We assume the members of a group are
analogous to the atoms of a molecule, and the social ties between
members are analogous to the chemical bonds (Figure 4). Then we
can study how the subgraphs between members contribute to the
group popularity using the circular fingerprints framework. The
fingerprint generation process is accomplished mainly in two steps:
(1) The algorithm starts with assigning an initial identifier to each

atom (member) in the molecule (group). This identifier cap-
tures some basic information of the atom (member) such as
atomic number, connection count, etc. In our case the “basic
information" is the role distribution attached to each member.

(2) After that, a number of iterations are performed to combine
the initial atom (member) identifiers with identifiers of neigh-
boring atoms (members) until a specified radius (number of
hops from this atom) is reached. For example, in iteration 1,
the identifiers of all "one-hop neighbors" of the target atom
are combined with the identifier of the target atom to generate
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the new identifier. Each iteration captures larger and larger
circular neighborhoods around each atom (member), which are
then encoded into single integer values using a suitable hashing
method, and these identifiers are collected into a list. In this
way, each subgraph is generated by a member along with her
neighbors within a certain radius.

The identifier list (also called “fingerprints") is then used to char-
acterize the properties of the molecule. In our case, we use the
fingerprints as structural features to predict the group’s popularity.

Radius 0:

Radius 1:

Radius 2:

….

Identifier0 Identifier1 Identifier2 Identifier3 ……..Circular Fingerprints:

….

Figure 4: Subgraphs Detected by Circular Fingerprints in So-
cial Network. Circular Fingerprint scans the network for all
subgraphs under certain radius. Each subgraph is then en-
coded into an integer identifier. Integer identifiers of all sub-
graphs constitute the circular fingerprints.

Group-RoleNeural Fingerprints.Although circular fingerprints
is a convenient tool to study social graph, it has several limitations:
1) the algorithm can only handle graphs with fixed sizes; 2) even if
the graphs vary a little bit, the resulting fingerprints can be quite
different, making the features highly vulnerable to noise. Overcom-
ing these limitations, Duvenaud et al. [4] proposed a convolutional
neural network, where each neural network layer simulates the
updating operation in circular fingerprints (Figure 5).

We now extend the convolutional fingerprinting algorithm to
solve our problem. We denote this approach as the Group-Role Neu-
ral Fingerprints: For radius 0, the first hidden layer in the network
takes the initial member-role matrix which is produced by the pre-
vious role discovery step as the input, then the output of this layer
goes in two directions: in one direction the output is directly calcu-
lated as the radius 0 fingerprint; in the other direction, the output
is updated with the adjacency matrix through a “feature update"
operation. In this update operation, the member-role matrix is up-
dated so that each member’s 1-hop neighbors’ role distribution
vectors are added to the corresponding row of member-role matrix.
In this way, the algorithm iterates until a certain radius is reached.
After each iteration, more and more local structural information
are captured. The detailed operations are presented in Algorithm 1.
As the result, the final fingerprints are calculated as the summation
of the fingerprints at each radius and then taken as input of linear
regression algorithm to produce prediction of the RSVP number
(popularity). The number of hidden layers equals to the given ra-
dius R. The neural network’s weights H0, ...HR andW0, ...WR are

𝒓(𝒂)

𝒇𝟏

𝒗(𝒂)

Feature Update: 
𝒓(𝒂) + 𝒓(𝒏𝒆𝒊𝒈𝒉𝒃𝒐𝒓𝒔(𝒂)) Iterative Step

…….

adjacency matrix

∙ 𝑯𝟎 ∙ 𝑯𝟏

𝒇𝟐

𝒇𝟎
∙ 𝑯𝟎,  𝝈(∙ 𝑾𝟎), 𝒔𝒐𝒇𝒕𝒎𝒂𝒙(∙)

∙ 𝑯𝟏,  𝝈(∙ 𝑾𝟏), 𝒔𝒐𝒇𝒕𝒎𝒂𝒙(∙)

𝒇 = 𝒇𝟎+𝒇𝟏+𝒇𝟐+⋯

∙ 𝑯𝟐,  𝝈(∙ 𝑾𝟐), 𝒔𝒐𝒇𝒕𝒎𝒂𝒙(∙)

adjacency matrix

Feature Update

Figure 5: Group-Role Neural Fingerprints Algorithm. “Fea-
ture Update" operation: each member’s feature is updated
so that the 1-hop neighbors’ features and neighboring edge
features are added to the initial member feature.

learned from the training process. The σ and softmax functions are
given as:

σ (x) = 1
1 + e−x

, softmax(z) = ezj∑K
k=1 e

zk
for j=1...K.

Since it is a convolutional network-like structure, the number of
hidden units at each hidden layer and the length of fingerprints f
are bothm. For experiments, we choosem to be 10 and the size of
input layer to be 6 (equals to the length of role distribution vector),
but the results are robust to these choices of values.

Algorithm 1: Group-Role Neural Fingerprints
Input :group’s social graph, members-role matrix, radius

R, hidden layer weights H0, ...HR, output layer
weightsW0, ...WR , length of role distribution
vector t , fingerprint lengthm.

Initialize :fingerprint vector f1×m ⇐ 0s
1 for each member a in social graph do
2 r (a)1×t ⇐ a’s role distribution vector
3 end
4 for L = 0 to R do
5 for each member a in social graph do
6 r (1)...r (N ) = role distribution vectors of neighbors(a)
7 v1×t ⇐ r (a)1×t +

∑N
i=1 r (i)1×t

8 r (a)1×m ⇐ σ (v1×t · HL
t×m)

9 f L1×m ⇐ softmax(r (a)1×mWL)
10 f1×m ⇐ f1×m + f L1×m
11 end
12 end

Return : real-valued vector f

3.4 Combining Group-level and Internal
Features

As illustrated in the left half of our deep neural network in Figure 6,
we have two types of features, namely, the group-level features
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Figure 6: Combining Group-level Features and Internal
Group Features

and our convolution of the member-level features with the group’s
social graph (Group-Role Neural Fingerprints). We now proceed
to explore different ways to combine the group-level features and
internal features to make better prediction than only using one
channel of them. We investigate three combination methods:

• Method 1: Combine independent group-level and member-level
predictions. Predict group popularity using group-level andmember-
level features independently, then combine the predictions as
α×(group-level prediction)+(1-α)×(member-level prediction), where
α ∈ [0, 1]. The value of α is chosen over validation data.

• Method 2: Clustered adjusted combination. We first cluster the
groups based on the group-level features and find the optimal α
weight for each cluster. Whenever a newly formed group arrives,
we calculate the inverse of the distances from the new group to
the existing group clusters to find the optimal weight for the new
sample group. The optimal α∗ is calculated as:

α∗ =

∑N
i=1 αi/di∑N
i=1 1/di

. (1)

where di is calculated as the average distance between the new
group and all groups in cluster i .

• Method 3: Deep neural network based combination. As illustrated
in Figure 6, a deep neural network is used to combine group-level
and member-level features. It is a combination of our neural
fingerprints network with two Multilayer Perceptrons (MLPs). It
is the best method in our experiments.

4 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
To evaluate the performance of our proposed method, we conduct
experiments on the Meetup dataset. In section 4.1 we provide a
brief description about our dataset. Then we test the prediction
power of group-level features, member-level features, and group-
role neural fingerprints respectively in Section 4.2. In Section 4.3,
we compare the accuracy of the three methods of combining group-
level features and member-level features with three competitive
baselines. Finally in Section 4.4 and 4.5, we analyze the importance
of various types of member roles along with the interaction patterns
(social structures) between the roles for predicting group success.

4.1 Dataset Description
We crawled all Meetup groups located within 50 miles of New York
City (NYC), from March 2003 to February 2015, including all the
related meta-data. Table 2 summarizes the salient statistics of the
collected dataset.

Name Value

Number of groups 17,234
Number of users 1,101,336
Number of events 1,025,719
Number of RSVPs 8,338,382
Number of venues 93,643

Avg. Members per group 274.13
Avg. Groups a user joins 3.54
Avg. Events per group 72.26

Avg. Participants per event 5.67
Avg. Events per active user 9.38

Table 2: Dataset Statistics

4.2 Group Popularity Prediction
In this section, we show how member-level and group-level fea-
tures can be used to predict the popularity of groups at different
prediction intervals. Unlike the experiment settings introduced
by [12], [17] and [19], which include all groups of different sizes
and ages, we only focus on predicting future RSVP numbers of new
groups in each year. In our experiments, features are extracted from
the first three months starting from the time a newly formed group
held its first event. We then make prediction of the RSVP number
within another time window of three months in the future after a
time interval ranging from one month to ten months. The predicted
RSVP numbers are tested against the true RSVP numbers. We use
the Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) to measure RSVP prediction
accuracy:

RMSE =

√√
1
n

n∑
i=1

(yi − ŷi )2,

where yi is a target group’s actual RSVP number and ŷi is the
predicted RSVP number. Sincewe only focus on predicting the RSVP
number of newly created groups, the RMSE is not dominated by
single very large group in our dataset. In datasets where a few large
groups dominated the RMSE, we recommend using the normalized
RMSE as a metric of accuracy. After filtering out the groups without
valid information to calculate the features, we have more than 7,000
new groups alongwith their features and RSVP numbers.We choose
the first 80% groups along the time line as training set and the rest
to be the testing set.

4.2.1 Group-role Neural Fingerprints vs. Raw Member Features.
To demonstrate the Group-role Neural Fingerprints (GRNF) can
truly improve the prediction accuracy and avoid the influence of
group-level features, we first conduct group popularity prediction
with raw member features using the classic machine learning meth-
ods (Linear Regression, Support Vector Regression, Multilayer Per-
ceptron, and Random Forest). We then input the raw member fea-
tures with adjacency matrix of the social graph to our proposed
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group-role neural fingerprints algorithm. The parameters for train-
ing GRNF include: number of training epochs (50), batch size (100),
learning rate (exp(-1)*3), activation function (relu), L1 regulariza-
tion (exp(-4)), L2 regularization (exp(-4)), fingerprint length (10),
and convolution layer sizes (10*10*10). Finally, the obtained GRNF
are input to MLP to predict group popularity.

We can see from Table 3 that Group-role Neural Fingerprints can
significantly reduce the prediction errors of raw member feature
based predictions at different prediction intervals (1 to 10 months).
The performance improvement is statistically tested by the t-test
scores presented in last two columns. The performance gain of
GRNF is due to its capability of taking advantage of the structural
information within a group.

4.2.2 Comparison with BaselineMethods. Most studies on group
popularity prediction, such as [12], [19], and [20], directly use group-
level features or aggregate member-level features into group-level
features. We compare our method which uses both group-level
features and internal features (shown in Table 1) with three com-
petitive baselines:
• Baseline 1 [12]: in addition to meta information about the groups,
such as “number of group members", “number of events" and
“group join mode" etc., it also uses the averaged member-level fea-
tures, such as “average event attendance of members" and “stan-
dard deviation of event attendance of members" etc. “Structural
features" are introduced based on a bipartite graph generated by
events and users, without distinguishing the user types.

• Baseline 2 [19]: it demonstrates that structural features like triads
counts and clustering coefficients have strong predictive power
for predicting the longevity of the group’s lifecycle in an online
social messaging network.

• Baseline 3 [20]: it uses epidemic model of differential equations
to fit the evolution curve of group’s popularity. One advantage
of this model is that it provides decent accuracy by only using
the time series of daily active users (DAU). This simple baseline
acts as a sanity-check to whether the time series of the group’s
past popularity (the number of RSVPs) alone could determine
the group’s future popularity.

For baseline 1&2, we implement most of the original features and ap-
ply four classical machine learning algorithms: Linear Regression,
Support Vector Regression, Multilayer Perceptron, and Random
Forest, and choose the one with the best performance as the rep-
resentative for each baseline. For baseline 3, we use the DAU of a
group in the first three months to fit the curve and the rest time to
test the accuracy.

The results in Table 4 show that our final proposed approach
(Combination Method 3) clearly outperforms all baselines in all
prediction horizons, ranging from predicting the average 3-month
RSVP numbers in the immediate next three months to predicting
this quantity ten months after the last record in the training data.
As expected, for all methods, the error of predicting nearer future is
smaller. Thus, it is important to contrast the accuracy gains of our
method against all baselines, which range from 3.91% to 12.32%. The
statistical significance of the performance improvement is verified
by the p-values reported in the last column of Table 4. We see
similar results for different averaging windows (4 and 5 months).
Due to space limit, we don’t include the results here.

4.2.3 Impact of Different Combination Methods. Since our pre-
dictions are made through two independent feature sets, we can
combine features using different methods proposed in Section 3.4.
In Table 5 we compare the accuracies of the three combinationmeth-
ods. For method 2, we try two clustering methods: K-means and
DBSCAN (choose the one with better performance). We can see that
MLP adjusted combination yields the best average RMSE=101.65
for all prediction intervals, improving the best baseline (baseline 1)
by 11.3%.

Combining Method Method 1 Method 2 Method 3

Average RMSE 108.74 108.49 101.65

Gain from Best Baseline (%) 5.41 5.42 11.3
Table 5: Performance of Three Combination Methods

4.3 Member Role Analysis
In this section, we analyze the results produced by role discovery
method in Section 3.3.2 and try to answer the question: “who are
the members contributing the most to a group’s future popularity?"

As detailed in Section 3.3.2, we can get the role distribution
vector for a group by aggregating the role distribution vectors of
all its members. We then calculate the Pearson correlation between
each group’s RSVP number and its role distribution. In addition,
every member is assigned to a role according to the largest element
in her role distribution vector. By averaging the feature vectors
of all members assigned to each role, we obtain a representative
feature vector for each role to study user’s typical behavior.

Inspired by [7], we infer and interpret each role by analyzing
the representative feature vector for each role and comparing each
role’s “own-feature part" and its “neighbor-feature part" in its rep-
resentative feature vector, that is, we infer the role of a user by
analyzing “who she is” and “who she knows”. For example, if we
observe a user has many more connections with her friends (re-
flected by the degree of the node representing the user in the social
graph defined in Definition 3.2) than all her friends have, then we
know she is probably the most the active user in her local social
network, and we can further infer that there is a good chance that
she is an event/group organizer in reality. In our experiments, we
set the role number to six and get the representative feature vectors
for the six roles.

Role A (Group Organizers): The user potentially interacts
with a large number of people (average own degree=3,568.24) and is
more active than her neighbors (average neighbor’s degree=473.14).
Together with other information about Role A’s behaviors, such as
joining very few groups (average group number=1.12) and attend-
ing as many events as possible (attended event fraction=0.73), we
infer that the user is potentially a successful event organizer. We
also find that 33.6% of the users assigned to Role A have hosted
(sent the first RSVP “yes") at least one event, which is higher than
the percentages in other roles. The correlation between Role A and
group RSVP number is 0.514.

Role B (Inactive Followers): Compared with other roles, the
user’s neighbors are much more active than the user herself (aver-
age own degree=2.19, while average neighbors’ degree=5,550.03),
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Table 3: RMSE of Raw Member Features vs. RMSE of Group-role Neural Fingerprints (GRNF)

Interval Raw Member Features GRNF Gain(%) |t-statistic| p-valueLR SVR MLP RF

0m 93.49 93.81 177.08 94.08 89.49 4.27 >1.14 <0.009
1m 99.19 98.93 111.45 101.68 89.95 9.08 >1.17 <0.009
2m 105.55 104.88 154.12 112.31 97.11 7.41 >1.15 <0.01
3m 111.02 111.01 249.73 116.96 101.17 8.86 >1.07 <0.016
4m 118.31 118.49 195.26 120.48 104.59 11.59 >1.17 <0.014
5m 121.51 121.41 208.91 120.32 110.05 8.53 >1.26 <0.008
6m 129.97 129.86 132.32 128.11 115.81 9.59 >1.69 <0.005
7m 142.41 141.11 342.78 144.32 128.36 9.03 >1.33 <0.008
8m 147.55 146.85 139.82 146.52 132.87 4.97 >1.24 <0.01
9m 148.47 148.46 359.89 151.69 134.56 9.35 >1.11 <0.01
10m 153.33 153.66 172.28 154.63 142.56 7.02 >1.13 <0.009

Horizon
(months)

Baseline 1 Baseline 2 Proposed
Method

Gain over Best
Baseline (p-value)LR SVR MLP RF LR SVR MLP RF Baseline 3

0–3mo 93.33 90.38 83.92 86.71 99.33 95.45 94.61 217.48 103.53 74.78 10.90% (<0.012)
1–4mo 99.71 97.07 89.85 94.72 107.11 101.31 119.67 162.86 105.44 80.32 10.61% (<0.012)
2–5mo 107.89 103.71 99.81 99.97 113.76 107.45 131.78 130.96 107.64 88.62 10.68% (<0.015)
3–6mo 112.84 109.62 109.68 106.15 115.38 113.11 207.69 176.77 108.71 95.96 8.53% (<0.022)
4–7mo 118.78 116.91 111.18 103.91 120.41 120.63 108.74 171.81 108.61 99.84 3.91% (<0.021)
5–8mo 119.93 120.32 110.51 117.58 121.68 124.07 111.13 175.71 108.32 96.69 10.73% (<0.012)
6–9mo 123.96 128.99 114.38 118.01 126.01 132.93 117.69 201.73 117.28 99.85 12.69% (<0.009)
7–10mo 136.37 141.94 126.52 131.75 139.67 145.85 139.55 240.74 126.41 110.83 12.32% (<0.011)
8–11mo 142.79 147.49 133.41 134.11 150.28 151.58 172.21 278.53 138.61 118.07 11.51% (<0.014)
9–12mo 146.24 149.26 137.75 139.36 156.95 153.27 188.18 346.88 140.54 122.04 11.39% (<0.014)
10–13mo 151.11 155.09 143.83 144.22 161.69 158.51 151.24 268.63 153.67 126.86 11.42% (<0.011)

Table 4: Prediction Accuracy (RMSE) of Group’s Future RSVP Number

indicating that role B may be an inactive user who only partici-
pates in the events with the user’s friends who have strong social
influence. The correlation with group RSVP number is 0.515.

Role C (Conference Audience): The user is normally just a
participant of a seminar. Large average own degree (4206.95) and
behavior similarity with her neighbors suggest that Role C may be
one of the conference audience. This role has the lowest correlation
with the RSVP number (correlation=0.482).

Role D (Inactive Users): Similar to role B, but the user’s neigh-
bors have less interactions with others and her neighbors have less
“influence" than Role B. So role D may be an inactive member who
follows her own interest. The correlation with group RSVP number
is 0.623.

Role E (SmallGroupOrganizers):The user seems like a scaled-
down version of role A, with lower own and neighbor activity lev-
els. This user could be an event organizer who specializes in small
events. The correlation with group RSVP number is 0.555.

Role F (Dedicated Followers): Compared to other roles, this
user has high activity level (average own degree=225.35) and poten-
tially prefers attending social-based events than conference-based
events, since the average event size (225.35/10.39=21.68) she attends
is much lower than Role C (4206.95/70.58=59.61). Also, the high

activity level of her neighbors (average neighbor degree=1578.18)
suggests that Role F may represent the dedicated followers of the
“social influencers". This role has the highest correlation with the
RSVP number (correlation=0.700).

4.4 Social Structure Analysis
We have shown in the previous section that members’ roles can
affect a group’s popularity. In this section we show that the interac-
tion patterns between various roles can also contribute to a group’s
popularity. One important advantage of our proposed method is
that we can trace from the bit in the output fingerprint which
contributes the most to the RSVP number back to the exact sub-
structure that activates the bit most, thus find the most important
substructure. For this Group-role Neural Fingerprint analysis, we
select the members whose related features activate the hidden units
the most at each radius, then use their connections with neighbors
to represent the subgraphs contributing the most to the group’s
success. In Figure 7 we show some sampled subgraphs at radius=1,
each member is labeled with her assigned role. All the sampled sub-
graphs come from the most popular groups whose 3-month RSVP
numbers are ranked within top 100 among all groups in Meetup.
The structures of their social graphs in the first 3 month exhibit
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Role A – Role F Role A – Role C Role F – Role F

Figure 7: Subgraphs Contributing theMost to Group Popularity. Three types of learned subgraphs (radius=1) are: role A-F, role
A-C, and role F-F. For each subgraph type, two example groups with high popularity (top-100 popular in Meetup) that contain
this type of subgraph are shown.

clear “Role A - Role F", “Role A - Role C” or “Role F- Role F” pat-
tern. On the other hand, when we examine unpopular groups, we
couldn’t find the previous three clear graph patterns.

Role A (Organizers) - Role F (Followers): Normally seen in
social-based groups such as popular soccer groups. There is an
organizer (role A) for each game, and several active players (role F).
Role C (Conference Audience) seldom exists in such group.

Role A (Organizers) - Role C (Audience): Frequently seen in
technical seminars. A large number of role C (Audience) members
exist in the group with only one or two organizers. The intensity
of social connections between members in this type of groups is
weaker than what is common in more social-based groups.

Role F (Followers) - Role F (Followers): Normally seen in
dancing groups. Similar with role A-F structure, the social intensity
in this type of groups tends to be strong. They differ in that the
connections among ordinary members are stronger.

Interestingly, we find that topics of the groups are highly corre-
lated to the role distribution and structures of their social graphs.
For example, soccer groups like “Fun Times Soccer NYC” and “Brook-
lyn Pickup Soccer Group” tend to have a lot of “Role A-Role F"
structures, technical seminars like “New SQL Database Meetup” and
“New York Social Society” normally are full of “Role A-Role C" struc-
tures, and dancing groups, such as “NYC Zumba! Dance and Fitness”
and “The Salsa Latin&Ballroom Dance Group”, are likely to have
more “Role F-Role F" structures. On the other hand, we can see that
if a group organizer wants to gain more group popularity in the
future, she probably needs to build up such interaction patterns in
an early stage.

5 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a deep neural network method to predict
the future popularity of groups in event-based social networks. Our
method outperformed all state-of-the-art methods. Along the way,
we have analyzed a few key factors contributing to these predic-
tions. Specifically, we showed that location and time are important
group-level features. We also demonstrated that member roles and
interaction among members with different roles, characterized by
neural fingerprints, can better represent the intrinsic member be-
haviors and the social structure of a group than the raw member
features and the activity graph. Through case studies in Meetup,
we showed that the most relevant user roles to a group’s popularity
are not “organizer-like members", but “ordinary members". We also
found that the most important substructures are not combining all
the most important roles, but follow different combination patterns
for different types of groups.
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